Abstract-Real-time navigation services, such as Google Maps and Waze, are widely used in daily life. These services provide rich data resources in real-time traffic conditions and travel time predictions; however, they have not been fully applied in transportation modeling. This paper aims to use traffic data from Google Maps and applying cutting-edge technologies in maximum likelihood estimation to model traffic networks and travel time reliability. This paper integrates Google Maps travel time data for routes and traffic condition data for links to model the complexities of traffic networks. We then formulate the Fisher information matrix and apply the asymptotic normality to obtain the probability distribution of the travel time estimates for a random route within the network of interest. We also derive the travel time reliability by considering two levels of uncertainties, i.e., the uncertainty of the route's travel time and the uncertainty of its travel time estimates. The proposed method could provide a more realistic and precise travel time reliability estimate. The methodology is applied to a small network in the downtown Baltimore area, where we propose a link data collection strategy and provide empirical evidence to show data independence by following this strategy. We also show results for maximum likelihood estimates and travel time reliability measures for different routes within the network. Furthermore, we use the historical data from a different network to validate this approach, showing our method provides a more accurate and precise estimate compared to the sample mean of the empirical data.
services provide application program interfaces (APIs) for users to access various types of data such as distance matrices, predictive travel time, routing in traffic, realtime traffic, street view, and so on [3] . The navigation services provide free and comprehensive real-time data resources that overcome some of the limitations of traditional data sources, such as sensors, cameras, and probe vehicles. These traditional data sources are usually hard to acquire, expensive to purchase, limited in quantity, and biased in data sampling (e.g., using taxi data to represent all drivers behavior). The principal objective of the paper is to overcome the limitations of traditional data sources and traditional modeling techniques through the use of statistical tools and data provided by Google Maps to model traffic networks and travel time reliability.
Modeling transportation networks has long been an important research topic in the field (e.g., [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] ). However, previous models have many limitations, such as impractical assumptions in modeling and complicated model structure. This paper aims at partially addressing these limitations and proposing a novel approach to building models of transportation networks by applying statistical tools to integrate route and link data from Google Maps. Specifically, we model a transportation network as a multi-level system of links and selected routes. Within the network, we collect data on the traffic conditions on all links and the origin-destination (O-D) travel time for a set of specific routes. We compute maximum likelihood estimates (MLEs) for the mean output for the success rates (non-congestion: success; congestion: failure) for links, which can also be used to estimate travel times for arbitrary routes. A major reason for using the MLE-based route/link technique is that complicated connections exist between the route traffic behavior (travel times over routes) and the link traffic flow (success rates of links). That is, the complexities of network traffic (e.g., traffic incidents, work zones, bad weather, pedestrian behavior, and poor traffic signal timing) and their interactions are difficult to mathematically model, but the MLEs based on real-world data can make full use of information at both link and route levels to properly represent these connections and implicitly capture the dynamics of traffic.
The multi-level systems method for general full systems with binary subsystems was first proposed and formulated in [12] . Spall derived the asymptotic normality and confidence intervals for reliability estimates based on the MLE-based full-system/subsystem model [13] . Additionally, a couple of numerical examples were applied to demonstrate the feasibility of the method [14] . The method has also been applied to a single route in downtown Baltimore, which has been proved simple and easy-to-implement [15] ; this paper extends the idea to full traffic networks.
This paper generalizes the framework in [15] so that we may apply the traffic network model to generate travel time distribution and predict travel time reliability over arbitrary networks. In the context here, reliability is defined as the consistency or dependability in travel times measured from day-to-day and/or across different times of the day [16] . Travel time reliability serves as a fundamental factor in modeling and understanding people's travel behavior, representing the temporal uncertainty experienced by travelers in their movement between any O-D pairs in a network [17] . This topic has also been studied extensively in the past two decades (e.g., [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] ). As pointed out in [20] , a frequent method of computing travel time reliability measures is to use empirical data directly without fitting the data to statistical distributions, but this method could be problematic by overlooking the characteristics of the underlying distributions for travel times. Moreover, our method can be applied to reliability estimation for travel demand models where travel time reliability needs to be computed for O-D matrices. Since linklevel reliability measures such as standard deviation are not additive for computing O-D level reliability due to link dependence issues [22] , our method presents a new approach to tackling this issue by integrating route and link data using MLE and developing a link data collection strategy to reduce the data dependence issue at the link level.
In this paper, we start from empirical data from Google Maps to build up the probability distribution of travel times by combining the uncertainties of travel times and travel time estimates. After obtaining the transportation network model using data from Google Maps, we derive the Fisher information matrix (FIM) and use it to generate the probability distribution of travel time estimates for an arbitrary route within the network. Then, based on the probability distribution of travel times, we compute different travel time reliability measures in the field (i.e., 95th percentile travel times, standard deviation, coefficient of variation, buffer index, and planning time index). Our method is capable of providing good predictions with limited data points and shows the ability of providing travel time reliability measures for any routes within the transportation network, not only the routes for which data are collected.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: in Sect. II, we introduce the mathematical modeling process, including the maximum likelihood (ML) formulation, route/link relationship derivation, and parameter estimation. Also, we describe the process of calculating the FIM and using the asymptotic normality result to construct probability distribution of travel time estimates. In Sect. III, we derive the travel time reliability by combining uncertainties of travel times and travel time estimates. In Sect. IV, we give a numerical example for downtown Baltimore, in which we also propose a link data collection strategy and provide empirical evidence to show independence of data by following this strategy. Additionally, we provide MLE results and the travel time reliability results for different routes in the network. We validate the MLE-based route/link technique in Sect. V. Finally, we conclude the paper by discussing the strengths and limitations of the approach, and suggest areas for future study.
II. METHODOLOGY A. Maximum Likelihood Estimation
The ML formulation involves a parameter vector θ to be estimated and a log-likelihood function log L(θ) to be maximized. The method of ML is a powerful tool for estimating parameters and is perhaps the most popular general method in practice [23] , relative to other statistical methods such as least squares or method of moments. Next, let us introduce some basic concepts and definitions of MLE. According to the definition of MLE (for example, see [24, pp. 267-268] ), suppose that random variables X 1 , ..., X n have a joint density or frequency function p(x 1 , x 2 , ..., x n |θ). Given observed values X i = x i , where i = 1,..., n, the likelihood of θ, conditioned on x 1 , x 2 , ..., x n , is defined as
The MLE of θ maximizes the likelihood function by fully using the observed data. In the case of independent, identically distributed (i.i.d.) data, the loglikelihood function has the generic form:
log p(x i |θ).
B. Basic Definitions and Assumptions for Transportation Network
Let us introduce some basic definitions before diving into the details on how to use ML to model transportation network. As shown in Fig. 1 , taking a small general transportation network as an example, we first define the boundary of the network, and in this example, the boundary is square ACIG. All the traffic links within square ACIG are considered for analysis. Each node within the network represents a unique intersection. Note that the different directions of travel in a road are considered as two distinct links. For example, in Fig. 1 , link AB, from west to east, and link BA, from east to west, are treated as two separate links.
Consider a transportation network system that consists of p links (subsystems). Traffic conditions on links are modeled as binary: "0" ("failure") for congested links and "1" ("success") for non-congested links. We assume that data for all the links, including within and across the links, are independent. Data are collected on different days to help ensure independence. The data for link j, where j = 1, 2, · · · , p, are i.i.d., because we suggest collecting one data point for link j at a specific time on one day; that is to say, for link j, data collected on Day 1 are independent of data collected on Day 2. We do not assume data across links are identically distributed; that is, the success probability generally varies by link. For data across links at a given time and day, distant links can be viewed as nearly independent, whereas the traffic conditions of adjacent links may influence each other. Therefore, we propose a novel link data collection strategy in Subsection IV-B to resolve the data problem of potential dependence in link data for links that area near one another. Note the inherent tradeoff: We want to collect as much data as possible on each day in order to rapidly build the dataset for estimation of the network parameters, yet we want to minimize the amount of data collected each day in order to help ensure statistical independence of the measurements. A route (full system) is defined as the travel time from origin to destination through a specific path. We assume the route outputs (the O-D travel times along a specific route) follow the log-normal distribution. The log-normal assumption for travel times has been applied in many previous studies (for example, [15] , [20] , [25] ). The logic behind it is simple and straightforward. First, a log-normal distribution is defined on positive real numbers, which well fits the nature of travel time. The probability distribution function for a log-normal distribution has most of its area near the mean and median travel time, but it is skewed to the right, with the right tail representing travel times with traffic delay. In [15] , we tested the distribution of travel time data collected from Google Maps against the log-normal assumption for several routes in Baltimore, and large statistical Pvalues were obtained (well above the common rejection thresholds of 0.05 or 0.01), indicating we cannot reject the null hypothesis that travel time data are consistent with a log-normal distribution.
One route typically cannot go through all the links in the network, and, in practice, people are very unlikely to drive in circles. Therefore, we collect data for several routes in order to cover all the traffic links within the network. We assume that data for all the routes are independent. Even though route data might have some statistical dependence across different routes at a given day and time, we try to minimize the dependence by properly choosing routes to minimize shared information. Note that formal experimental design for route data collection [26, Chap. 17 ] might be used here for collecting data efficiently and optimally, but we do not consider that in this paper. It is also worth pointing out that route data and link data are not collected on the same day in order to ensure independence.
C. Maximum Likelihood Function for Transportation Network
Let us now define θ and describe our notation for the data. We use a semicolon to represent a separate row for convenience (e.g., [a, b; c, d] denotes a 2 × 2 matrix with rows a, b and c, d). Suppose that data are collected for r routes in the network. Let 
T ; elements in Π are not included in the parameter vector to be estimated because they are uniquely determined by θ and relevant constraints. Let (2) ; ...; T r1 , T r2 , ..., T r,k(r) } indicate the collection of observed, scalar-valued travel time output T q,i from the data collected on day i, i = 1, 2, ..., k(q) for route q, q = 1, 2, ..., r. Because we assume the route outputs are log-normally distributed, then we let
.., log(T r,k(r) )} represent the normally distributed collection of logtransformed route outputs, which can facilitate the following derivation.
We now derive the log-likelihood function based on the full set of link and route data. According to the definition of log-normal distribution and the properties of independent data, the log-likelihood function for route outputs is
where the route parameters (i.e., ω q , σ q , q = 1, 2, ..., r) can be fully represented as functions of θ (which will be discussed later). Let X ji represent the ith output of the jth link, indicating traffic conditions (failure "0" or success "1") on the link j. Thus, the number of successes in n(j) i.i.d. data on link j, j = 1, 2, ..., p, can be expressed as
Because the X ji follow a Bernoulli distribution, the loglikelihood function of link outputs is
By adding (1) and (2), the log-likelihood function for the entire system, including all the route data and the link data, is:
T represent the relationship between the parameters of the log-normal distribution of route q and the ρ links. In order to maximize Eqn. (3), we differentiate the log-likelihood function to obtain the score vector:
. . .
where h q1 (θ) and h q2 (θ) represent the gradient vectors of h q1 (θ) and h q2 (θ) with respect to
Next, we will show how to derive h q1 (θ) and h q2 (θ).
D. Relationship Between Routes and Links
Following the precedent in [15] , the typical travel time of each link under different traffic conditions ("0" or "1") is computed as follows according to the color scheme of Google Maps:
where v and v are the mean travel speeds in different traffic conditions estimated from historical Google Maps data (different from data T and Z) and l j represents the length of the link j. We treat v and v as fixed parameters, not estimates, in the analysis below. Let X j = S j /n(j) represent the observed success rate on link j using only link data, for j = 1, 2, ..., p. Based on (5), we derive the measured typical travel time on each link, say t j , and its expectation as follows:
Then, as shown in [15] , we are able to derive the relationship between routes and links, relating θ to Π. Specifically, for route q, suppose there are m(q) links within this specific route, and the corresponding parameters of the links in route q can be represented as a sub-sequence of θ with m(q) components. Obviously, m(q) p (the number of links within the network). For example, suppose route 1 contains link 1, 3, and 6; then, m(1) = 3, ρ 11 = ρ 1 , ρ 12 = ρ 3 , and ρ 13 = ρ 6 . To derive the relationship between routes and links, we use two equivalent ways (one from the route perspective, the other from the link perspective) to represent the expectation and variance for the ith observation of the qth route. We then equate these results to obtain h q1 and h q2 . Based on the log-normal assumption for the route output, we can write down the expectation and variance for T qi using the log-normal properties [27, p. 212] :
We then derive the expectation and variance for T qi by using the link information [15] :
where l qj represents the length of the link q j . Note that, because the sum of link travel times along a route equals the route travel time, the travel times through intersections are considered as part of the travel times for links. The expectation and variance derived from the routes are required to be equal to those derived from the links. That is, Eqn. (7) and Eqn. (9) are equivalent and Eqn. (8) and Eqn. (10) are equivalent. Therefore, we have developed the relationship between routes and links. Then, letθ represent the MLE of θ,ω q = h q1 (θ) indicate the MLE of ω q , andσ 2 q = h q2 (θ) indicate the MLE of σ 2 q (we are using the invariance property of MLE: a function of an MLE is also an MLE). Let
After obtaining h q1 (θ) and h q2 (θ), we are able to compute h q1 (θ) and h q2 (θ) in the score vector, Eqn. (4) . Solving the score equation, ∂ log L(θ)/∂θ = 0, yields a candidate MLE for θ that reflects a careful balancing of information between the route and links. In general, the solution to the score equation is not unique and can only be achieved numerically.
III. MODELING TRAVEL TIME RELIABILITY WITH TWO-LEVEL UNCERTAINTIES
After modeling the transportation network by integrating route and link data, we apply the network model to generate the travel time probability distribution by taking into consideration two levels of randomness: one due to the inherent variability of traffic flow (the abovementioned log-normal distribution) and the other due to the estimation uncertainty inθ. We then apply the probability distribution to calculate various travel time reliability measures associated with predicted travel times for arbitrary routes in the network.
A. Fisher Information Matrix Formulation and Asymptotic Normality
Aside from determining an MLE of θ (and derived parameters ω q , σ 2 q ), we are also able to produce uncertainty bounds (confidence regions) on the estimates. The confidence regions are based on asymptotic normality of the estimator with a covariance matrix derived from the FIM for θ [12] . The FIM contains a summary of the amount of information in the data with respect to the quantities of interest (see [26, Sect. 13.3] ). The FIM has multiple applications in general problems, including confidence region construction, model selection, and experimental design. In this paper, our interest centers on the use of FIM for constructing confidence regions and related quantities for the estimates,ω q ,σ 2 q . The p×p FIM F (θ) for a twice-differentiable log-likelihood function, log L(θ) is defined as
In this paper, F (θ) is given by
where
, ..., n(p) ρ p (1 − ρ p ) .
One of the most significant properties of the MLE and FIM is asymptotic normality of the estimate. Based on asymptotic distribution theory described in Spall (2014), we have (approximately)
where θ * represents the true value of the unknown parameter vector θ.
In the following derivation, h 1 (θ) and h 2 (θ) and associated quantities are for an arbitrary route and we are suppressing the required subscript q for notational convenience. Specifically, for an arbitrary route within the network of interest (even those for which route data were not collected) and sufficiently large sample sizes, we can formulate the corresponding functions h 1 (θ) and h 2 (θ) for the arbitrary route, and obtain their MLEs. By the invariance of ML, we know that h 1 (θ) is an MLE of h 1 (θ) and h 2 (θ) is an MLE of h 2 (θ). Hence, the probability distribution for the two-
where 2-by-2 matrix
In practice, we often set θ * equal toθ MLE (i.e., MLE value for θ) on the right hand side of Expressions (12) and (13) . Expression (13) can be used to compute the asymptotically based uncertainty bounds for the estimated travel time of the route.
B. Modeling Travel Time Reliability
We now show how the inherent variability of travel times in routes based on the log-normal assumption can be combined with the estimated uncertainty given in (13) to produce an integrated probability distribution that best represents the overall randomness in travel times for any route in the network. In particular, we consider the two-level uncertainties to measure the travel time reliability for any routes in the transportation networks. One level of the uncertainty comes from the probability distribution of the arbitrary route's logtransformed travel time z conditioned on the parameters in h(θ); the other level of the certainty comes from the probability distribution of h(θ) itself. By generating the travel time distribution p(z), we can not only use the features of the distribution to construct travel time reliability measures, but also provide an informative tool to assist traffic planning to improve congestion.
To be specific, we use h 1 and h 2 to represent an arbitrary h 1 (θ) and h 2 (θ), and use h * 1 and h * 2 to represent their corresponding true values, h 1 (θ * ) and h 2 (θ * ), for convenience. We then write the probability density function (pdf) of z as
where the conditional probability of h 1 for a given value of h 2 follows a normal distribution with mean equal to h = h *
2 ) and variance equal to σ 11,2 = σ (14), we can derive a semi-analytical solution for p(z) by integrating over the relevant domain for h 1 and h 2 . That is, we can analytically integrate out the variable h 1 , while ultimately using Monte Carlo methods to integrate out h 2 . Specifically, p(z) can be written as
where E h2 [p(z|h 2 )] is the expectation of p(z|h 2 ) with respect to h 2 , and
, and in practice, we usually set h * 1 = h 1 (θ) and h * 2 = h 2 (θ) when computing p(z). Because there is no analytical solution for the integration of Eqn. (15), we compute the value of the integration by using Monte Carlo simulations and thus generate the pdf of a random route's travel time with two levels of uncertainties taken into consideration. The sketch of the algorithm for generating p(z) is listed in Algorithm 1, where N represents the total number of Monte Carlo simulations. The lower and upper bounds for z are set as a and b, and in real-world applications, a and b are the smallest and biggest values that we can choose to ensure p(a) and p(b) are sufficiently small. To facilitate the application of the p(z) to construct travel time reliability measures, we propose to transfer p(z) from the log(time) domain back into the time domain, and represent it in a discretized fashion. That is to say, by letting t represent the pre-transformed travel time, i.e., t = exp(z), the final outputs of this algorithm are [t 1 , t 2 , ..., t K ] and the probability at each t k , denoted by q(t k ), k = 1, 2, ..., K. In Algorithm 1, after obtaining the probability density at z, i.e., p(z), we show how to use it to compute the probability at the corresponding t. We are, therefore, simultaneously converting z in the log(time) domain to t in the time domain and converting from p(z), the pdf for z, to q(t), t = t 1 , t 2 , ..., t K , the probability mass function (pmf) that closely approximates the probabilities that would be computed from the true pdf for the collection of all t in a neighborhood of the selected discrete time points (the t k ).
Output (t, q(t)); z ← z + α; end Algorithm 1: Algorithm for generating pmf q(t), t = t 1 , t 2 , ..., t K .
In Algorithm 1, α indicates the step size of z increment from a to b, and α is chosen by the users, which should be sufficiently small in order to capture p(z) accurately. Notably, it may be better to apply a variable increment instead of a uniform one (like we did here), where more points should be sampled in rapidly changing regions. Importance sampling could also be used here [28, Chap. 5] . After obtaining q(t), t = t 1 , t 2 , ..., t K , the results can be directly used to construct different travel time reliability measures, which will be further discussed in the following subsection.
C. Travel Time Reliability Measures
We now have q(t), the travel time probability distribution that captures the two-level uncertainties at each t we sampled. Then, we apply q(t) to compute various travel time reliability measures. There are multiple travel time reliability measures in the field (e.g., [16] , [20] ), and in our paper, we use the 95th percentile travel times, standard deviation, coefficient of variation, buffer index, and planning time index to quantify travel time reliability.
For the travel time reliability measures, the 95th percentile travel times in t, say t(0.95), indicating the probability of t k ≤ t(0.95), k = 1, 2, ..., K, is 0.95, i.e., q(t 1 ) + q(t 2 ) + ... + q(t(0.95)) = 0.95.
The standard deviation, σ t , is defined as
where E(t) is the mean of t, i.e.,
and E(t 2 ) is the second moment of t, i.e.,
The coefficient of variation is defined as the ratio of the standard deviation σ t to the sample mean E(t), i.e.,
Coefficient of variation = σ t /E(t).
The buffer index is defined as
Buffer index = t(0.95) − E(t) E(t) .
The planning time index is defined as the ratio of the 95th percentile travel times to the free-flow travel times, where we consider the 15th percentile travel times, say t(0.15), as the free-flow travel time [20] . That is Planning time index = t(0.95)/t(0.15).
Generally speaking, the higher the travel time reliability is, the lower the standard deviation, coefficient of variation, buffer index, and planning time index are.
IV. CASE STUDY Let us now give a case study for downtown Baltimore to illustrate the overall framework. We illustrate how it is possible to formally integrate route and link data in order to estimate the success probabilities of links and the associated (derived) network-wide parameters, and construct travel time reliability measures.
The selected transportation network is as shown in Fig. 2 , where there are 46 links within the network. Note that the street between node I and node E and the street between node E and node A are one-way streets. So only two links (i.e., link IE and link EA) are considered for these two streets. The selected transportation network is located at downtown Baltimore, approximately 1 mile east of the center of the Inner Harbor area. This area is filled with local businesses and suffers traffic congestion problems, especially during rush hours. 
A. Technical Approach Illustration
As shown in Fig. 3 , we use a simple flowchart to illustrate the overall technical approach introduced in Sects. II and III. There are three major steps in order to obtain the traffic condition estimates for links and travel time reliability for selected routes in the network. This subsection aims at providing a straightforward step-bystep guideline for transportation planners and engineers to directly use the methods proposed in this paper.
The first step is to collect data from Google Maps for the network. It is advisable to follow Subects. II-C and IV-B to collect link data (traffic conditions), and follow Subsect. II-D to collect route data (travel times). After properly collecting historical data from Google Maps, the second step is to compute MLEs that integrate route and link information by solving ∂ log L/∂θ = 0 from Eqn. (4) . The third step is to analyze travel time reliability for the route of interest by generating q(t) using Algorithm 1 and then using q(t) to construct different travel time reliability measures as described in Subsect. IV-D.
B. Data Collection Strategy
We collect route data on selected days and link data on other days in order to avoid implicit double counting of links. For the routes, we collect travel time data for different routes in the network on the same day (Google Maps allows for a choice of specific routes and then provides real-time travel time estimates based on the route choices). In this case study, we consider 12 routes in collecting data for this network
. These 12 routes were chosen because the 12 routes cover all 46 traffic links within the network and because the 12 routes have few overlaps of links in order to minimize correlation among routes. Formal experimental design for how to choose routes to collect data might be beneficial for this study, but we do not consider such methods here.
For the links, we collect real-time "color" data, representing live traffic conditions in four categories. That is, we use the Google Maps color scheme: green = normal traffic conditions, yellow = slower traffic conditions, red = congestion, and dark red = nearly stopped or stopand-go traffic shown on links by choosing the "traffic" option in the menu of Google Maps. Here, we simplify the color scheme into binary states: a green or yellow is a "1" (success) while a red or dark red is a "0" (failure). When collecting the link data, we need to minimize the dependence among those links. Therefore, we propose the following link data collection strategy: by splitting the links within the network into two subsets (see Fig. 4 ), we collect data points for either Subset 1 or Subset 2 on one day, which guarantees data for Subset 1 are independent of data for Subset 2. Moreover, within a subset, there are no adjacent links considered; for instance, as shown in Fig. 4(a) , link JK (considered in Subset 1) is directly connected to link KG, KL, and KO, none of which are considered in Subset 1. In this case, the link data collection strategy reduces the dependence of data between the two subsets; also, within a subset, links are not directly connected to each other, helping to reduce dependence. In this study, we collected 16 observations for each route and 11-27 observations for each link from Google Maps for this network at 5pm on certain weekdays (from Monday to Friday except for U.S. legal holidays) from March 31, 2016 through December 16, 2016. In order to evaluate the performance of this data collection strategy, we provide the following empirical evidence by applying hypothesis testing to test whether the link data are independent.
In particular, we use Barnard's exact test [29] to test the null hypothesis that any link pairs within a subset (Subset 1 or 2) are independent versus the alternative that any link pairs within subset (Subset 1 or 2) are not independent. We compute the appropriate test statistic and associated P -values (probability values) for all 415 link pairs within each of the two subsets, and there are 15 out of 415 (around 4%) that are below the 0.05 threshold. The 0.05 threshold indicates if the data are independent, we should expect 5% of the test statistics to have P -values lower than 0.05. In this case, we have 4% (quite close to 5%) of the P -values lower than 0.05 threshold, which is consistent with the assumption of the independence of data. In addition to the overall assessment above, and in order to reduce the multiple comparison problem, we use the Bonferroni correction [24] to test each individual hypothesis at 0.05/415 = 0.00012. The smallest P -value obtained above is 0.0053 (much larger than 0.00012), so the Bonferroni correction cannot reject the null hypothesis. That is, by following the above data collection strategy, the empirical evidence is consistent with the hypothesis that link data are independent.
C. MLE Results
After properly collecting data for the network, we compute the MLEs for link success probabilities as shown in Appendix A. In contrast to the indicated sample means from only link data, it is expected that the MLEs for the links better represent the true success probabilities since the MLEs incorporate link interactions within the route data that may not be present in the color-coded link data. Taking link 46 as an example, the sample mean for link data alone is 1.00, but after incorporating route information, the MLE for the success probability in link 46 decreases to 0.80. This result is interesting, because for the days we collected the travel time data for routes, there existed some "yellow" traffic conditions for link 46. When modeling the link success/failure, we treated "yellow" link as a success; however, "yellow" represents slower traffic conditions that can be considered as a semi-failure. Only collecting the link data cannot capture the "less-thanperfect" traffic condition of link 46, but after integrating route and link data using MLE, we can model the link traffic condition more realistically.
As one application of the above, we are able to identify vulnerable links (low link success probabilities) within this network. For instance, in this network, link 2 has relatively low success probability, 0.54, compared to other links within the network. We may also notice that the success probability of link 2 is substantially lower than the links connected to it, namely, link 1, link 3, link 29, and link 38. Traffic engineers might wish to look into link 2 to figure out the reason for the vulnerability of this link in order to improve mobility.
D. Travel Time Reliability Measures
We select two routes (one with route data collected, the other without route data collected) to illustrate how to construct these travel time reliability measures in detail. To be specific, the two routes we pick are Route M-N-O-P-L-H-D (route data were collected), denoted as Route 1, and Route M-I-J-F-G (route data were not collected), Route 2. In this study, we use the travel time reliability measures previously defined in Subsect. III-C.
The results for travel time reliability measures are listed in Table 1 . For the first route, we also compare the results obtained by our method with the results computed by using the empirical route data. Specifically, for Route 1 (M-N-O-P-L-H-D), the 95th percentile travel times computed by our method (4.41 min) is higher than the result obtained from the empirical data (4.00 min), while other measures obtained by our method are lower -showing higher reliability of travel times for this specific route. In addition, after integrating route and link data, our method presents a more precise estimate with lower uncertainty.
Furthermore, for Route 2 (M-I-J-F-G), without collecting any empirical data for this route, our method produces a reasonable estimate. This result is very encouraging, since it is nearly impossible to collect empirical travel time data for all the routes in a large network. By using our method, one can estimate travel time and its corresponding reliability by collecting limited amount of link (traffic) and route (travel time) data. It is notable that our method has the potential to be applied to travel time reliability estimation for travel demand models (i.e., O-D level reliability) by integrating link and route data using MLE and developing a link data collection strategy to reduce the data dependence issue.
Another interesting observation is that even though Route 2 is shorter than Route 1, our results show that, compared with Route 1, the travel time reliability of Route 2 is lower: standard deviation, coefficient of variation, buffer index, and planning time index are all higher. One possible explanation is that, in Route 2, link 26 (IJ) is quite unreliable, having MLE for the link's success probability equal to 0.52; in contrast, all the links in Route 1 have high MLE values, ranging from 0.84 to 0.95. V. VALIDATION Due to small sample size of the case study presented in Sect. IV, in this section, we use the historical data from another network used in our previous study [15] to validate the MLE-based route/link approach. This dataset includes 54 data points for the route, and 18-19 data points for the links (after applying the link data collection strategy). We randomly split the route dataset into two subsets, with each one including 27 data points. One subset is used to estimate the MLEs using the proposed approach, and the other (independent) subset is used for testing. The results are shown in Table II , where the mean estimates are obtained using MLE (our method) and sample mean (testing data), and the standard deviation of MLE is measured by
) and the standard deviation of sample mean is measured by the sample standard deviation over the square root of testing data sample size. Table II shows that our method (10.30 min) produces a more accurate estimate for the testing data sample mean (10.15 min), compared to the training data sample mean (10.48 min). The MLE is included within the one standard deviation interval for the testing data sample mean (9.97 min-10.33 min), while the training data sample mean is barely covered by the two standard deviations interval for the testing data sample mean (9.79 min-10.51 min). Moreover, the standard deviation of the MLE (0.10 min) is much lower than the training data's standard deviation (0.20 min), showing MLE produces a more precise estimate. Hence, by integrating route and link data using MLE, our method produces a more accurate and precise estimation compared to the sample mean of the empirical data. VI. CONCLUSION Above all, we propose a novel method to model transportation networks by using statistical methods to integrate route and link data collected from realtime navigation services (such as Google Maps). Then, we use the properties of our model to generate the probability distribution of travel times for an arbitrary route within the network, and apply the distribution to construct travel time reliability measures for this route. This paper provides a tool for practitioners to better model traffic dynamics [30] and forecast travel demand for potential use in planning policy interventions or helping reduce traffic congestion problems.
A notable limitation of this paper is that route data and link data are assumed to be independent. Of course, independence is also an issue in other methods such as [31] and [22] . In practice, it is possible to separate links and routes spatially and across days to ensure that the independence assumption is at least approximately valid, like we did in this paper. Furthermore, the case study provided in this paper is relatively small. In future work, we plan to resolve these two major limitations by conducting experimental design for data collection to ensure independence and apply this model to a bigger network in the real world. We also want to convert this model into a user-friendly decision-support tool in order to support more practitioners and help advance the stateof-the-art of traffic planning. 
